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You know that having an email list is valuable, but how do you actually go from 0
subscribers to a thriving list? Unfortunately, when you're just getting started, learning how
to build an email list from scratch can feel overwhelming…
It doesn't have to be though, and by following the tactics that we're about to share in this
post, you can start growing your email list and turning it into that evergreen asset you
know it can be.
Better yet, many of these tips will also show you how to build an email list for free, which
means that you might not even need to crack open your wallet to start getting more
subscribers.
Ready to start building? Let's dive right into the tips…

1. Give your opt‑in forms the a ention
they deserve
If you want to get people to sign up for your list, you need to make it obvious exactly how
they can do that. That's what your email opt‑in forms do.

I know — adding an opt‑in form isn't exactly a mind‑blowing tip, but you'd be surprised
how many people ignore the most fundamental aspect of building an email list and just tuck
away an ugly opt‑in form in the footer of their site.
Your opt‑in forms are the engine that drives your list growth. So, if you want to learn how
to build an email list, a lot of it is going to come from experimenting with when, where,
and how you display your forms.
Over the next 16 tips, you'll see a lot more actionable and speci c tips for exactly how to
optimize your forms — this rst tip is just to put you in the right mindset!

2. Experiment with di erent opt‑in form
types
Ok, now let's start getting a little more actionable with your forms.
Rather than just throwing an opt‑in form on your site and calling it a day, you should run
some experiments to gure out which types of opt‑in forms get you the most email
signups.

For example, one way to boost your
conversion rate is to use a form type that
“triggers” as a user interacts with your
page.

The most common example here is a lightbox popup, but you don't always have to be that
aggressive. You could also consider a more unobtrusive slide‑in or a oating bar.

The Getsitecontrol email subscription popup builder can help you experiment with opt‑in
forms in 4 different locations, including everything from popups to noti cation bars, slide‑
ins, and oating action buttons.
For instance, here is what a bottom right slide‑in may look like. Click the See live preview
button below the example to see it in action.

See live preview →

The best practice would be to display this form after a visitor spends a few seconds on a
page or scrolls down a certain amount of your content.
And this is a oating bar with an email opt‑in form. You can display it either sitewide or on
selected pages.

See live preview →

Use the See live preview button above to see the oating bar example in action. If you like it
and you want to add it to your website, just follow the Preview mode instructions — it will
only take you a couple of clicks.

3. Let visitors subscribe from other areas
Dedicated email opt‑in forms aren't the only way to build an email list — you can also
harness other areas where people are already interacting with your site.
For example, you have꞉
Contact forms
Registration forms
Comments sections
Order forms
Etc.

By adding a checkbox that lets people subscribe to your email list, you can use these areas
to grow your email list. If you're using WordPress and Mailchimp, the free Mailchimp
for WordPress plugin lets you add a “check to subscribe” box to a ton of different areas on
your site, including꞉
Comment forms
WooCommerce/Easy Digital Downloads purchase forms
Registration forms
You can also nd other plugins that work for different email marketing services.

4. Use a lead magnet or content upgrade
to incentivize signups
Which sounds more enticing to you?
Sign up to our email list
Sign up to our email list and get a free eBook on how to build an email list
It's the second one, right? You feel like you're immediately getting something back in
exchange for your email. It's a quid pro quo transaction, rather than just you handing over
your email address for free. These types of incentives are called lead magnets or content
upgrades and they're one of the most popular strategies to get more subscribers.
There are a ton of different incentives that you can offer depending on what your website
is about. Some good ideas are꞉
Coupons for eCommerce stores
eBooks
Checklists to help people implement a blog post

For example, look how ThemeIsle, a
WordPress blog, entices people with a
guide to speed up WordPress at the end of
their blog posts꞉

Want to add a similar popup to your website? You can do that with a ready‑to‑use template
powered by Getsitecontrol. Just click the See live preview button below and follow brief
instructions. You’ll be able to adjust the content on the popup and publish it within
minutes.

See live preview →

5. Personalize your opt‑in forms
Here's another common‑sense rule꞉
If your visitors feel that your email list is related to their interests, they'll be more likely to
subscribe. To maximize the chances of that happening, though, you should consider
personalizing your email opt‑ins.
For example, let's say you have two different sections on your site꞉
One about WordPress
Another about digital marketing
Rather than using a single opt‑in on both sections, you'll be more successful if꞉
The opt‑in for the WordPress section relates to WordPress
The opt‑in for the digital marketing section relates to digital marketing

That way, you can make sure that each visitor sees an email opt‑in form that's related to
what they like.

The Getsitecontrol opt‑in forms let you
use targeting rules to control exactly
which pages/sections they display on –
and that makes it really easy and fast to
create personalized experience for the
visitors.

6. Try a two‑step opt‑in
A two‑step opt‑in is a different take on an email opt‑in form that harnesses a psychological
principle called the Zeigarnik Effect. The Zeigarnik Effect basically says that people are
more likely to nish a task that they've started than one they haven't started.
Here's how that applies to growing your email list꞉
With a two‑step opt‑in, you do not display your form right away. Instead, you just show a
button. You only display the opt‑in form after a visitor has clicked the button – that is, after
they've started the process.
You start with the easy thing — having them click a button – and then only move to
the harder thing – lling in their email address and name — after you've already gotten
them started on the process.
You can see an example of this in action at the popular Smart Blogger blog, where they use
this two‑step approach to drive webinar signups꞉

7. Experiment with opt‑in copy
Your opt‑in forms themselves aren't the only things that matter. All the text outside
the form plays a role, too. So, if you want to maximize the number of people that sign up
for your email list, it's important to experiment with this copy to nd what works best.
The most important bit of text is your opt‑in's call to action (CTA). The CTA is what visitors
click to sign up for your email list. A lot of people will just go with something generic like
“subscribe”. But while “subscribe” is descriptive, it's not very motivating.
To get more email subscribers, experiment with more enticing CTAs.
For example, if you have a tness website, using something like “Get Weekly Fitness Tips” is
better than a generic “Subscribe” button.

8. Run A/B tests to optimize forms
Speaking of experimenting, another great way to optimize your opt‑in forms is with
something called A/B testing. With popup A/B testing, you compare two different

variations by sending one segment of traf c to Variation A and another segment to
Variation B.
Once you get enough data, you can make an evidence‑based decision about which variation
gets the most email subscribers. Some things that you can A/B test are꞉
Form types
Form triggers (e.g. displaying a form right away vs exit‑intent)
Text and button copy
Colors
Form elds
Etc.

See live preview →

Getsitecontrol makes it easy to test up to 5 opt‑in forms against one another, which lets
you try out different timing, locations, text copy, etc

9. Consider a negative opt‑out form
A negative opt‑out form is another way that you can play with optimizing your list building
strategy. It takes the same basic approach as the two‑step opt‑in form from above, but
adds another little twist to boost your conversion rate (here' some data that backs that up).
Speci cally, it uses a popup with two buttons instead of one꞉
One button starts the two‑step opt‑in process
The other button is a negative button that closes the popup
However, rather than just using a generic “close” text, this “negative” button uses a phrase
that makes people think. For example, if I were creating a negative opt‑out form for this
post, I might use something like this꞉
Positive button – I want to grow my list
Negative button – I'm not interested in growing my list right now
As long as you don't get too negative, this can be a great approach for how to build an email
list.

10. Build a blog at your site
I haven't forgotten that this post is about how to build an email list for your business. But in
order to grow an email list, you need traf c. And when it comes to web traf c, building a
blog is one of the best ways to draw in targeted visitors.
Once you draw them in with your blog content, you can use all these other tactics to
convert them to subscribers.

11. Write guest posts on other websites
Writing guest blog posts is a popular general marketing tactic. However, if done right, it
can also be a great way to build your list.
What you should not do is use your guest blog byline to just link to your generic homepage.
That's ne for general SEO, but it's not the most optimal strategy if you want to build your
email list.
Instead, use a custom byline to drive visitors to a customized landing page that꞉

Connects to the topic of your guest post (remember — personalization is key)
Puts an extra emphasis on getting people to subscribe to your email list
For extra emphasis, you can even dangle a lead magnet or content upgrade in your guest
post byline.
For example, look at how Sarah Peterson, the founder of Unsettle, uses the byline to grow
her email list with a lead magnet꞉

12. Use your social media accounts to
cross promote
If you've already done the hard work to grow a social media presence, don't forget to
leverage that existing audience to get people to subscribe to your email list, too.
This is especially important because of how social networks have been decreasing
the organic reach for content. So, if you can get social media followers to subscribe to your
email list, you'll always be able to reach them, rather than just hoping they see your content
in their social media feeds.
This is where a tool like Getform will come in handy. It allows you to link directly to your
email subscription form from a social media blog post, an Instagram bio, your About page,
or anywhere else. Upon click, the link launches a fullscreen form like this one꞉

See live preview →

If you like this form, make a click on the template and follow the instructions to try it
for yourself. You’ll be able to change the copy, the image, and even the font before sharing
it on your social media. Once ready, connect your Getform account with your email
marketing app to add new subscribers to your list.

13. Let people choose their own
preferences
When people are considering subscribing to your email list, you have to help them
overcome two big fears. They're worried that you'll send them…
Too many emails
Content that they're not interested in
According to Mapp, a digital marketing platform for B2C, the most common reason people
unsubscribe from email lists is too many emails, and that giving people an option to receive
emails less frequently is one of the best ways to keep them around.

A good way to overcome those fears right at the beginning and convince people to sign up
is to simply let them choose their own preferences for꞉
How often to receive emails
What types of emails to receive
If you only send a few emails per month, this might be overkill. But if you're very active with
your emails, this approach can pay dividends. Most email marketing services should let you
do this with list segments. For example, here's a tutorial for AWeber.

14. Add microcopy to alleviate fears
Beyond letting people choose their own preferences, another way to boost your email list is
to use smart microcopy to help alleviate those fears.
Microcopy is basically small text that explains more about your opt‑in form. It's
unobtrusive, but it lets people know exactly what to expect from your newsletter.

For example, look how Hustle Panda sets
expectations that subscribers will receive
emails “every few weeks”꞉

15. Show an example of past emails
A third way to overcome people's fears is by showing them exactly what types of emails
they'll receive. To accomplish this, you can create a public web archive of your most recent
emails (most email marketing services have a built‑in feature that lets you do this).
When your visitors know exactly what they're going to receive, they'll feel more
comfortable sharing their email addresses with you.

16. Add a CTA to your email signature
For another little boost, consider adding a newsletter signup CTA to your email signature
to push people to sign up to your email list. Being able to “meet people in their email
inboxes” like this is a great way to pick up some extra subscribers with no extra effort on
your part.
Sure, it won't make or break your list building efforts, but every little bit counts, right?

17. Add a “forward this email” option

No matter what business you're in, word of mouth is always a good thing. When it comes to
your email list, “word of mouth” means making it easy for subscribers to share your emails
with their friends and family.
A good way to push subscribers to do this is with a “Forward to a friend” link. Adding this
link is better than relying on people to use their email software's “forward” feature because
it also ensures that your subscribers don't get accidentally unsubscribed by their friends.
Here's how to create a forward to a friend link at Mailchimp — other email marketing
services offer similar features.

18. Harness your receipts
If you run a store, don't ignore the power of your receipts. When you give someone a
receipt, it's because they've just made a purchase from you (that's kind of how receipts
work!). That fact is super important though because it means that you know that person is
interested in what you do.
So, capitalize on that interest by adding a CTA for your email list. The cool thing about this
approach is that it works great for both physical stores and eCommerce stores.
And that wraps up our best tips on how to build an email list from scratch! By applying
these tips to your site, you'll start picking up more email subscribers in no time.
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